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KELLY FITZGERALD STALIONS

Book Club and
the Advanced Reader
Kelly Sta/ions teaches language arts, advanced
reading, and publications at Scripps Middle School in
Lake Orion, Michigan. Her interests include literature
and technology.

responding, and constructing meaning. The
change from daily drill on grammar and other
language conventions helped rejuvenate my own
teaching and, I believe, my students' attitudes
toward reading and their ability to engage
deeply with texts.
exposes students to a variety of strateBook Club was working very well in my regular
gies using expository, narrative, and
class (language arts block) with students who were
informational texts. Students will learn
reading across ability levels. They appreciated the
when to select strategies, why they are
opportunity to be active learners and to participate
important, and how to apply them.
in a program where they were expected to assume
Emphasis is placed upon comprehension
more responsibility for their own learning. My
and literacy skills through the use of
four previous years of experience with Reading II
short stories, novels, debates, poetry, and
led me to believe that these students would simimythology.
larly enjoy Book Club, perhaps even more than a
All 13 Reading II students who selected this
regular class, as they were avid readers.
language arts elective had been identified as
When the students came to the first class, all
"advanced" readers by school counselors, based
of them were independently reading a novel for
on their grades in language arts and scores
pleasure, and most of them had
on a standardized achievement test. It
brought that novel in case they
It appeared to be
appeared to be every language arts
had a few minutes of free time in
every language arts
teacher's dream: only 13 students,
class. They were thrilled on the
teacher's dream: only first two days when I allowed
all good readers, and all of them
wanted to be in this class and
13 students, all good
them 45 minutes of individual
declared their passion for reading.
silent sustained reading. I was
readers, and all of
I was eagerly anticipating engagthrilled that 13 eighth graders
them wanted to be in
ing these students in Book Club
wanted to read for 45 minutes.
this class and
(Raphael, Kehus, & Damphousse,
Then Monday came. I an2001).
declared their passion nounced, "Today, we are going
The previous summer I had taken a / or reading.
to begin a great adventure in
course on the Book Club program.
reading!" On the white board
That class changed the way I taught reading. I
were the words "Book Club." The students who
began emphasizing talk about text, critical
were also in my language arts block had been
thinking, written response, and in general,
involved in Book Club since September, but the
bringing my students' voices into reading,
other seven looked puzzled.

n January of 2001, four boys and nine girls
strolled into their eighth-grade second
semester elective, Reading II. They chose to
take a class described in the school curriculum
handbook as follows:

I
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I asked my six language arts students for
improved communication and social skills,
support as we began with a short story called
increased opportunities for literacy learning, and
Sounds of Annie s Silence (Crowell). After a
development of positive attitudes toward school,
brief mini-lesson, we read the story and wrote
teachers, literacy, and education (McMahon &
a response. On Tuesday, I asked four volunRaphael, 1997).
So, I began to plan for Reading II a little
teers to discuss the story and their responses
differently. I decided to continue Book Club in
in a fishbow 1 ( a -discussion group seated in
the
Reading II classroom and to create a crossthe middle of the class whose discussion is
age Book Club with fifth graders from a nearby
summarily critiqued by the remaining stuelementary school. I believed that working with
dents and teacher). Reading was no longer a
elementary students could give my students a
private, relaxing activity; it had become
chance to serve as models. Moreover, as Boyd
social and challenging. Some students were
and
Galda (1997) noted, working with younger
engaged, but Mitch ( all student names are
students creates authentic reasons for a teacher
pseudonyms) captured the overall feeling of
not only to teach her students
the class when he asked,
"Can't we just read today? I
... working with younger about aspects of Book Club, but
also to ask students to make
mean ... by ourselves?"
students creates authentic
explicit what they have learned.
I realized that, despite
reasons for a teacher not
My eighth graders, many of
their identification as "adonly
to
teach
her
students
whom were reluctant to accept
vanced," these readers
about
aspects
of
Book
Club,
the
idea that being literate
presented a challenge. I had
"involves social interactions
but also to ask students to
seen Book Club work wonwith
other readers and writers"
ders with my other students.
make explicit what they
(Boyd & Galda, p. 69), would be
So, why did Mitch and his
have learned.
in a position to be Book Club
classmates prefer solitary
"teachers"
or "experts." Since
reading? When I surveyed them, their answers
they had experience, not to mention greater
suggested that they saw reading as an individual
maturity and intelligence, they would naturally
activity. They had hoped that in Reading II, they
be the leaders in this cross-age learning situacould avoid the teamwork aspects typical of the
tion. They would not be able to just sit back and
other electives. Further, they said they wouldn't
relax as they had for those first two days of my
have to learn something new, like a language or
class. I hoped that the eighth graders would
how to cook. They expected a comfortable
emerge
as leaders in their heterogeneous groups.
experience, not the challenge of being in a book
My research question evolved from simply
club.
asking
how I could re-engage my advanced
I wondered if these advanced students were
readers to investigating how the two contexts getting as much out of their extensive reading as
the Reading II classroom and the cross-age
they could, since they were not hearing others'
Book
Club - could contribute to my advanced
perspectives and points of view about the books
middle school students' (a) learning to engage in
that they read silently, and thus they were not
reading
as a social as well as a literary experibeing challenged in either their comprehension
ence and (b) learning to be active Book Club
or interpretative skills. I created a question to
participants
in the eighth-grade setting.
guide my research: How can I re-engage advanced readers? Thus far, there has been little
research on Book Club at the middle school
level, much less of advanced readers and their
engagement in Book Club. However, related
research has shown that there are positive gains
for students who teach others - motivation,
VOLUME
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Research Study
Book Club components
Book Club (Raphael et al., 2001) involves
five components: (1) opening community share,
(2) reading, (3) writing in reading logs or reW1NTER
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Initially, they used the same topics as in the
sponse journals, (4) student-led discussion
reading logs/journals for discussion. Sometimes
groups, and (5) closing community share. The
I gave the class a broad topic to consider. (IdeBook Club format fit perfectly into the 90ally, when students have been involved in Book
minute language arts block used in my school;
Club for a substantial period of time, they can
however, it had to be adapted for the 45-minute
handle the discussion independently.)
Reading II class.
I ended class with a 5- to 10-minute closing
My opening community share usually lasted 5
community share. During this time I sometimes
to 10 minutes and consisted of a mini-lesson on
revisited the topic addressed in the opening
a topic related to the day's reading. For excommunity share, and I always asked students to
ample, if the reading for the day included a
share what they had discussed in their groups. If
unique dialect such as Boone's southern cowboy
the class had participated in a fishbowl, we
dialect in The Indian in the Cupboard (Banks,
usually
focused on discussing what the fishbowl
1980), then the opening community share might
members brought up, and then we critiqued the
be a mini-lesson on author's craft or dialects in
quality of the discussion. I created this plan
general.
based on the information I found in The Book
The next step, reading the text for approxiClub Connection (McMahon & Raphael, 1997)
mately 20 minutes, immediately followed the
and
Book Club for Middle School (Raphael et
opening whole-class activities in the language
al., 2001).
arts classes. Because of the logistics of the
Reading II class, their reading was often done at
Participants
home. Thus, I usually ended class with a miniEighth graders. I focused on two students in
lesson preparing students for what they were to
the elective course, Sarah and Josh, each of
read that evening.
whom represented a challenge to me as a
Whether students read in class or read the
teacher. Sarah typified the superficial reader
assigned section of the book at home, I gave the
who reads at an astounding pace but cares little
students a list of types of journal entries, and
for anything more than the plot. Although her
they chose from this list for writing in
journal entries were long, they
their logs prior to the
These two students represented lacked depth, and she rarely
student-led discuscontributed during small group
the class as a whole fairly well in or community share discussions.
sions. These entry
types included some
that, although all of the students
Josh tried to participate, but his
basic ideas ( e.g.,
read a great deal on their own,
classmates didn't appear to
My favorite part of
listen or respond to him. He had
all they expected to do in
the book or My
some
leadership qualities but
Reading II was to read silently,
feelings), as well as
seemed to lack the confidence
feeling that stopping to talk,
potentially complex
needed to push his ideas and
write, or even think about a book rarely shared substantive ideas in
topics such as
was an unnecessary disruption. whole class discussions, going
Author's Craft and
Intertextuality. The
instead for the silly comment.
students' writing gave them a starting point for
These two students represented the class as a
their small discussion groups.
whole fairly well in that, although all of the stuThe discussion group was central to the
dents read a great deal on their own, all they
program. In small groups (3 to 6 people) the
expected to do in Reading II was to read silently,
students discussed the text. My students' discusfeeling that stopping to talk, write, or even think
sions - whether they were in independent
about a book was an unnecessary disruption. They
groups or in a fishbowl - lasted from 5 to 15
read only for pleasure. They did not let the issues,
minutes, depending on how much content was to
lessons, and symbolism within the literature
be covered and the students' experience levels.
resonate or provide food for thought.
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Fifth graders. Also participating were 25 fifth
graders and their teacher, Mrs. Fomwall, who had
read about Book Club but did not feel comfortable
trying it on her own. Since our schools were close
(approximately 500 yards separates the two buildings), we arranged for our students to walk to the
other school a few times a week. The logistics of
moving students was relatively easy and supported
by the administrators from both schools.
Data sources
Data collection occurred from April through
June in the two contexts, Reading II for the
eighth graders and the cross-age Book Club with
fifth and eighth graders. Data sources I used
included field notes, record-keeping tools from
Book Club for Middle School (Raphael et al.,
2001 ), audiotapes of student discussion groups, a
survey, informal discussions, and the students'
reading logs.
Field notes and record-keeping tools. Field
notes were the least formal data source I used,
but I found them to be very valuable. I created a
folder with separate sections for each of my two
focus students and a section for general observations. I kept the folder with me and jotted down
what I thought would be useful. A small group
discussion evaluation form helped me chart
students' behaviors ( e.g., shares logs, listens and
responds, builds on others' ideas) during discussions. I also asked students to engage in
self-assessment (e.g., Do we go beyond the
words in our journals?).
Audiotapes. I found audiotapes to be worth
the time they consumed. Rather than transcribing
the tapes of individual discussion groups, however, I generally used them as a source of
information for clarifying my notes. By listening
to the conversation, I could hear students a
second or third time, which helped me to track
more easily individual students' contributions.
Surveys. At the end of the semester I administered a detailed survey to the fifth graders,
asking them to identify the eighth graders they
worked with, their preference for working crossage or with their own age group, and specifically
how helpful their eighth-grade book club members were to their small group discussion. The
survey given to the eight graders contained one
VoLuME
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question, "How do you behave differently in
your eighth-grade-only Book Club group as
compared to your cross-age group?" Students
were asked to write a full-page response.
Interviews and informal discussions. I
conducted frequent informal interviews with the
fifth graders just before or after the cross-age
activities; with the fifth-grade teacher; and with
the eighth graders, often as we walked back to
our school. I took detailed notes on these conversations, which I added to my field notes.
Reading logs. I collected eighth-grade students' reading logs to evaluate them formally for
a final grade. I also skimmed them as students
wrote their entries. This provided me with ongoing information that I used to plan my instruction
and to evaluate students' progress.
Reading II for eighth graders
Book Club is a program that is designed to
meet and exceed the curricular goals outlined by
a typical school district of today. In Reading II, I
focused on several of our district's standards and
outcomes related to reading, writing, listening,
and speaking. Using Book Club in the class
served the purpose of meeting these goals but
also provided the framework to challenge these
students in a new way.
When we began Book Club in this course,
each student took at least one turn in the fishbowl discussion. Then we moved to small
discussion groups. For the first grouping, I
placed friends together in hopes that, since this
was an elective, they would be more likely to
participate in discussions. This worked well,
though we organized new groups after each
novel. We read three books in addition to the
novel we read in the cross-age setting.
Because of the small class size, each student
was able to work with every other student in the
class in a small group on one novel. Students
participated in Book Club (either with their peers
only or in the cross-age groups) at least three
days each week and sometimes up to five days.
Cross-age Book Club
I had two purposes for the cross-age context.
First, it provided the fifth graders with an opportunity to be involved in Book Club with an
experienced teacher and students. Secondly, the
W1NTER
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eighth graders had the opportunity to be leaders
and to recognize that reading is a social interaction as well as a literary one. I hoped that all of
the students would not only understand Book
Club but also enjoy it and the novels we read.
Establishing goals. The goals I set for our
fifth and eighth graders included:
• The eighth graders and I would train
the fifth graders so that after our crossage project was complete, the fifth
graders could successfully continue Book
Club.
• The eighth graders would model
good discussions, focus on keeping the
discussion going, use their j oumals, and
get everyone to participate.
• The eighth graders would take a
leadership role.
• The fifth graders would learn the
components of Book Club, become
familiar with at least five different reading log writing prompts, and generate
discussions beyond the plot of the novel.
The eighth graders would accomplish many of
these goals while reading the novel using Book
Club during Reading II. However, I wanted
them, specifically those who rarely participated
in our own classroom, to take a leadership role in
the cross-age setting. In order to encourage this,
I assigned eighth graders to work in pairs. Each
pair was responsible for preparing an opening
community share mini-lesson, activity, or largegroup discussion for a few chapters of The
Indian in the Cupboard (Banks, 1980). They
chose one or two journal types to explain and/or
model for the fifth-grade class and prepared
discussion questions in the event the small group
discussions did not go well.
Getting organized. By April, my eighth
graders were knowledgeable about Book Club
and had participated in a discussion group with
every member of the Reading II class at some
point over the course of the semester. I met with
the fifth-grade teacher from East Elementary (a
pseudonym) and, using our knowledge of students' interests, reading levels, leadership
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qualities, and so forth, we formed cross-age
groups consisting of two eighth graders and three
to five fifth graders.
We encountered logistical problems related to
scheduling and text availability that we had not
anticipated. First, students' daily schedules,
various field trips, half-days at each school,
differing dismissal times, and another project in
which the fifth graders were involved constrained the cross-age meetings. Second, we had
only one set of the novel that Mrs. Fornwall had
selected, The Indian in the Cupboard. I shared
the book title with my students as well as the
problem posed by a lack of copies and the reality
that the book was designed for younger students.
They decided to take the novel home over a
weekend, read it, take some notes, and return it
for use by the fifth graders.
Overcoming these problems also required a
modification in the structure of each day's lesson. Some Book Club components had to take
place before the visiting group arrived. There
was no opportunity for teacher read-aloud or
reading a chapter or section aloud as a class.
Neither could all students read silently while
physically in the same classroom. In general, the
fifth graders had read the chapter silently or
aloud as a class just prior to the arrival of their
eighth-grade Book Club partners. The eighth
graders had read the book much earlier, and the
details were less fresh to them. To compensate
for this, we added a three-minute summary
session before journal writing. In three minutes,
the fifth graders in each group had to summarize
the current chapter for the two eighth graders in
their group. It was a wonderful activity for the
fifth graders and provided help for the eighth
graders who still struggled with details.
Cross-age activities. There were four aspects
to the cross-age activities: (I) planning the getto-know-each-other meetings, (2) preparing for
the mini-lessons, (3) preparing for the discussion
groups, and (4) the actual visits. While the eighth
graders prepared their mini-lessons (making
overheads or handouts as needed), read, and
planned discussions for the novel, I planned the
introductory activities for the first two cross-age
meetings.
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In early April, we brought the fifth and eighth
one or two students dominated, and the content
graders together for two get-to-know-each-other
of the discussion was quite superficial. Students
meetings, one at our middle school and one at
seemed to believe that there was one way to
East Elementary. We played team-building
interpret a text; so, once a member of the group
games and tried to become comfortable as a large
had presented his or her interpretation, the others
group as well as with the small groups that
accepted it and moved on. Consequently, they
would be working together in the Book Club.
did not have much to talk about, and often got
Right away, it was evident that the fifth graders
off-task quickly.
were enamored with the eighth graders, almost in
I returned to using fishbowl for small group
awe of them. Despite only a three-year differdiscussion, so that, once again, students could
ence between these students, their physical,
see what a discussion should be like. In addition,
intellectual, social, and emotional differences
I began to grade students on their participation in
seemed to span a decade.
discussions , their journal entries, and other
Once the students became better acquainted,
contributions made during Book Club. Although
and the eighth graders had their lessons planned,
I had hoped not to resort to this,
we initiated the cross-age Book
.
I felt that I needed to convey
t
Club. When the eighth graders
S udents seemed to believe the importance of what we
arrived, we began with a minithat there was one way to
were doing in the classroom.
lesson, continued with the
interpret a text; so, once a
Both of these strategies
three-minute summary session,
member of the group had
helped, but discussions still
moved to journal writing, and
presented his or her
lacked substance. Students
then to the small group discusunderstood story plots and
interpretation, the others
sion component. If time
were able to summarize them,
permitted, the closing commuaccepted it a nd moved on.
but they didn't look deeper.
nity share was held while both
They did not take risks or share
groups were together. On some occasions, the
an interpretation of the text that they guessed
small group discussions went so well and took so
would not be found in the Cliffs notes. In some
much time that the fifth graders held closing
ways, these advanced readers showed they had
community share after the eighth graders had left
learned to "do school," that is, to find "correct"
to catch their buses home.
answers to a set of questions, rather than engage
What I learned
in thoughtful responses in reading logs or particiInitially, the Book Club concept had been
pate in interesting discussions.
difficult to sell to the students in Reading II who
Two samples taken from the same lesson had not yet experienced it; but, it proved to be
Sarah's journal entry and Josh's group discussion
worthwhile. It was through this experience that
- were typical of early responses. We were
many students changed their minds and ultireading the short story "Marionettes, Inc."
mately viewed reading as a social activity. I have
(Bradbury, 1951). During opening community
organized my findings by contrasting students'
share I read aloud an Internet article which
initial experiences and reactions with their later
highlighted the moral implications of human
ones, focusing on Sarah and Josh in the analyses.
cloning. We also watched a brief clip from the
Early responses to Book Club. Initially, the
movie Multiplicity (Ramis, 1996) starring
eighth-grade students seemed to resist the Book
Michael Keaton. Then I answered a few quesClub experience. Our first book was a short story
tions from the class about cloning but left the
collection, The Illustrated Man (Bradbury,
tough questions for the small groups to ponder.
1951 ). Several of the students read stories before
We read the story aloud together, and then I
they were assigned. A few students, engrossed in
assigned two journal entry topics from which to
other novels, did not do the assigned evening
choose: "My feelings" (in which students are
readings at all. When they discussed the reading,
asked to write a personal response to the text
VoLUME
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read) or "Intertextuality" (in which students
write about how the text reminds them of something else they have read, a movie they have
seen, or a song, etc.). Eleven of the 13 students
opted to write an intertextuality entry, perhaps
because of the sensitive nature of the topic, and
its religious, scientific, and moral implications.
Sarah's journal entry follows:
Intertextuality

"Marionettes, Inc. "

This short story reminded me of this
movie called "Multaplicity. " This movie
was about a guy who didn 't have enough
time in the day. So he got a clone of
himself. But then he still didn 't have
enough time so he got another clone. and
the the clones got another clone. At the
end he didn 't want them any more because they were to big of a problem so
they left and the wife saw them on the
road and she said, "If you are married to
a guy after a while everyone starts to
look like him. " This story was like the
movie because it was like cloning someone. This short story was also like the
movie "Dave" because Dave took the
place of the president because they
looked exactly alike. These movies
remind me of the short story even though
they have totally different plots.

An avid reader and a movie lover, Sarah liked
to create journal entries that featured
intertextuality. Everything we read seemed to
remind Sarah of something else, though the
connections she made were fairly superficial. In
this entry, she simply used the topic of cloning in
the story to describe scenes from the movies she
had watched without developing any substantive
reasons for these connections. She then took only
the idea of clones looking alike to make a connection to the movie Dave (Reitman, 1993),
contrasting the story and the movie only superficially by noting that they had "different plots."
She failed to address any deeper questions such
as the morality of cloning, despite the opening
community share article and information. She
spent no more than three minutes on her journal
entry.
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In later lessons, I asked Sarah to push herself
beyond using intertextuality to make simple
topical connections. As a result, she started
thinking about topics more deeply. Her participation in discussions improved as well. Putting
restrictions on the number of simpler journal
type entries encouraged Sarah to examine texts
more deeply.
On the same day, Josh was one of the two
students in the class (and the only one in his
discussion group) who chose to write a "My
feelings" journal entry. The group said almost
nothing for approximately four minutes before
Josh volunteered to share what he had written.
With the journal in his lap, he summarized his
key points, and his peers responded.
Josh: OK. I guess I didn't write that
much but I did say that this stuff kinda
scares me. It's all kinda complex and
scientific and stuff. Like, in the story,
who knows what would really happen if
human cloning became common practice? [Cloning] Animals is cool and all
but humans? Can you imaging [sic] if
there were 20 of me running around this
room?

Notice that Josh revealed his fears about
cloning and raised an implied ethical question
about the difference between cloning animals
versus humans, but then he turned it into a joke
by asking if his peers could imagine 20 of himself running around. Students responded to the
joke rather than to the substance of the ideas.
Mallory: No!
Kasey: Or me?
Mallory: God, no! And could we
please get back on topic or we're gonna
get in trouble.

Mallory suggested that they concentrate on the
topic at hand, cloning, not because she found it
important but so they wouldn't "get in trouble."
However, the call to "get back on topic" did
prompt Josh to return to the substance of his
earlier contribution. He compared the idea of the
scientist creating a clone to "playing God" and
raised questions about the rights of clones based
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on what he saw in the movie (a reference to how
clones in the movie became jealous of their
original).
Josh: OK. And, also, isn't this kinda
like playing God? And what if the clones
get jealous of the originals and stuff, like
the dude in the story ... ya know, how he
actually fell in love with the real guy's
wife? Not that that's really possible ...
but the clones could kill the humans and

Kasey: So.
Josh: One thing I was saying is that I
think it's God's job to make people, not
people making people, 'kay? (pause) But
I had some other stuff in my journal too.
Mallory: Like what?
Josh: Well, I wrote that maybe, just
maybe, all of this could lead to making
clones of, like, "perfect" people. I think
Mrs. Stalions said something about that
in the article at the beginning.

Amy: (interrupting) Hold on. Jeesh!
You're going too fast. What are you
sayin'?
Josh: I'm just sayin' that it's all cool,
but it's scary in a way too. Like I don't
think that people should be playing God
is all. (pause) What I mean by that is that
God makes people, people don't make
people.
Kasey: Well, nowadays people do
make people, almost.
Mallory: I don't really pay much
attention to the news.
Josh: OK. I'm for finding cures for
things ... through science and everything.
I think making artificial limbs for people
is cool too. But to make a whole new
person, or one that's just like another one,
or whatever it is, that's not right.

Josh continued to "stay on topic" but was undermined somewhat by his peers. Notice that Kasey, in
the next tum, raised the question of whether being
"right" was in terms of morality, but then she
simply dismissed her question by asking, "Who
cares?" Josh sought to connect with her saying, "I
don't really care that much .... " But then notice
how he returned again to the point he was making-that it is "God's job to make people."
Kasey: Why isn't it right? Do you
mean like morally right? Come on. Who
cares?
Josh: Well, I don't really care that
much, but I'm sick of talking about
movies.
VOLUME
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At this point in the small group discussion, the
group became aware that I was about to announce that time was up, and they began talking
about upcoming school events. Though the
discussion wasn't exemplary, I did hear promising comments. Students seemed to be taking
risks and becoming more comfortable with each
other. They also had begun to actually listen and
respond to each other's comments. In this and
other groups, I noticed that one or two students
also were gradually taking a leadership role.
Participation in cross-age Book Club. In our
first meeting in the cross-age setting, I served as
a model for my students and Mrs. Fornwall. For
the next meeting, however, I asked the partner
team of my most experienced students to be
teacher-leaders. Their mini-lesson was on writing
dialogue, and one of the pair used the overhead
to carefully go over five different techniques for
stressing words in dialogue. As we continued our
study of The Indian in the Cupboard, the student-led mini-lessons and subsequent small
group discussions became more complex.
One lesson focused on a novel concept for the
fifth graders: stereotypes. Kate, one of the initially less-motivated eighth-grade students, led
the lesson. She wrote the word "Polish" on the
board and asked the fifth graders to volunteer
what that word made them think of. Kate explained that she is of Polish descent and often is
offended by ethnic jokes about Poles. She also
described how being female and blonde has
made her the butt of jokes. Finally, Kate explained why she chose not to be a cheerleader
after being a member of the seventh-grade cheer
team. Having completed her personal account,
W1NTER
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she wrote the word "stereotype" on the board
and had the eighth-grade students define it. In
their role as teacher-leaders, students revealed
their understandings of the Book Club program
and the relationship between the opening community share and responses in reading logs and
in small group discussions.
In this cross-age setting, students also wrote in
their journals in preparation for leading discussions. As I roamed about the room observing, I
noticed that Sarah took the entire writing time (8
minutes) to complete the following entry:
Me and the Book

I. in the C. ch. 8

This book reminds me there are a lot
of different kinds of steorio types, and
one of them is that cowboys and Indians
don't get along. In this book Little Bear
and the cowboy don 't get along because
they are suppose to hate each other
because it is "how it is. "I think Little
Bear and the cowboy will end up getting
along and they will figure out that cowboys and Indians hate each other is a
steorio type. They 're just people and
friends.

In her entry, Sarah expanded on the idea of
stereotype that Kate had brought up and noted
that the two main characters in the story had no
real reasons for hating each other. Her predictions were a form of wishful thinking, but they
reflected more depth than was present in her
earlier logs.
Cross-age groups mirror eighth graders'
behaviors. The three-year gap in intellectual and
social growth became very apparent during the
small group discussions on the day of the lesson
on stereotypes. The fifth graders had been enthusiastic and uninhibited in the three previous
small group discussions. In contrast, when
discussing stereotypes, hardly a single fifth
grader spoke. Each group started off very slowly
after the three-minute summary session. The
older students began the discussions, eager to
hear about the fifth graders' knowledge of stereotypes.
I observed Josh's group as he tried to get them
talking about stereotypes of cheerleaders:
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Josh: So, what do you guys think of
cheerleaders?
First boy: What do you mean?
Other fifth graders (in unison):
Yea.
Josh: What's your opinion of cheerleaders? Like, do you think they're ditsy
or what?
First boy: I don't know any cheerleaders.
First girl: We don't have
cheerleading here. It starts in middle
school, I think ....
Second girl: I wanted to try out next
year ... or in seventh grade or whatever.
Josh: You should try out. But, don't
you guys know what we're talking
about? People have major stereotypes
about cheerleaders. They do. (pause)
Well, what about other athletes?
Second boy: Like, football players? I
love football.
Josh: OK. What do you guys think
about football players?
Second girl: Football's fun, I guess.
But I'm not going to try out! I think I'll
stick with cheerleading.
Josh: No. I mean what do you think
about the people who play football, in
general?
First boy: Well, you have to be
strong to play. Or quick. You go to
camps and stuff. The eighth graders in
this group gave up trying to focus the
conversation on stereotypes and returned to hypothesizing about what
each of the students would do if he or
she were different characters in the
novel.

Sarah's group was equally unsuccessful in
discussing stereotypes in their small group. During
our walk back to the middle school, Sarah explained that she and the other eighth grader in her
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During our eighth grade Book Club, I
give my thoughts and ifpeople aren 't
participating I just try not to notice. I
also don't put as much into my journal.
During the eighth/fifth book club, if
people aren 't participating I try to get
them to. I try really hard on my journal
and to set a good example.

group both shared their journals about stereotypes.
(Sarah's entry was directly about the novel; the
other student's was about a personal experience.)
"But those kids [fifth graders] are just so ...
clueless. Next time we'll just talk about the plot or
movies or something."
This was the first time I noticed the eighth
graders recognizing their own behaviors and
attitudes in the fifth graders. No student came right
out and said that explicitly, but it was clear by their
improvements that the eighth graders used the fifth
graders' performance as a measuring stick of their
own discussions. On this day, all of the students
expressed that they couldn't believe what superficial reading the fifth graders were doing. They
thought the fifth graders were "just getting the
plot" and nothing else.
Josh commented:

We made a total of 10 visits to Mrs. Fornwall's
class for Book Club. When we finished discussing the novel together, we met one last time for a
two-hour The Indian in the Cupboard party. We
watched the movie The Indian in the Cupboard
(Oz, 1995) and discussed the differences between the novel and the movie. Once again, the
eighth graders noticed more than the fifth graders did. We said our goodbyes. Mrs. Fornwall
now uses Book Club in her classroom and thinks
her fifth-grade students learned a great deal from
the eighth-graders' leadership.
Similarly, the eighth graders found the crossage experience to be worthwhile. Sarah spent
more time writing her journal entries, and they
reflected deeper thinking. Josh's leadership in
group discussions continued throughout the year.

None of them even saw that it was a
problem that this author has a cowboy
hating an Indian and vice-versa. Its
almost like they think that all cowboys
really do hate all Indians. And, my group
didn 't know a thing about politically
correct terms like "Native Americans."
While the cross-age program was taking place,
in their own class the eighth graders were reading
Avi's (1991) Nothing But the Truth in Book Club.
It was not at all difficult to alternate between
buildings, groups, and novels. In fact, we all noticed how much more smoothly the
eighth-grade-only program was going than the
combined program. The cross-age experiences
appeared to provide opportunities for the eighth
graders to gain confidence in their ability to share,
lead, and take risks. They also realized how much
more knowledge of the world they shared that the
younger students simply did not possess. The
discussions of Nothing But the Truth were much
better than any that took place before the cross-age
program began.
Josh's responses on the self-assessment measure
suggested that he viewed himself as a leader in the
cross-age group. In response to the question, "How
do you behave differently in your eighth-grade
Book Club compared to your cross-age Book
Club?" Josh responded with the following:
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Conclusion
In many ways Book Club is built upon the
ideas of Vygotsky (1978), who as Raphael et al.
(2001) point out, argued that "language and
social interaction promote intellectual development" (p. 4). Most eighth-grade students, many of
whom see middle school more as a place to socialize than to learn, would be pleased to hear this
"news" when their teachers in traditional classes
scold them for talking to one another while the
omniscient teacher lectures. A Book Club classroom builds on Vygotsky's idea, allowing for in fact, depending on - the language and social
interaction of the students even more than that of
the teacher and students.
Having taught advanced reading courses for
four years, I have found that these so-called
"advanced" readers generally operate in opposition to this theory. The advanced reader, one who
already reads for pleasure and will surely be a
lifelong reader, tends to prefer the more traditional classroom - one in which students are
2•
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traditional way of teaching reading would have.
engaged more with the teacher's interpretation of
Their enjoyment of literature is no longer only in
the text than with the text itself, their own interthe
experience of reading a book alone, but also
pretation of it, or the interpretation of other
in the sharing of that book with others students in the class.
namely,
their peers.
This study sought to find out if the Book Club
Clearly, students who choose to take a reading
program would re-engage these advanced eighthclass as an elective like to read. But, do those
grade readers. It did. In both of the Book Clubs
students really engage with
(same and cross-age), students were engaged in
the literature? Are they fully
The eighth-grade students
literature in a positive way.
appreciating literature when
developed leadership skills.
In the cross-age Book Club,
they don't share it with
there were benefits for both Many of the students who were
others? Are they really experipassive participants in their
groups of students. The
encing all they can when they
eighth-grade students devel- eighth-grade-only discussion
read individually, answer the
oped leadership skills. Many groups became clear leaders,
teacher's questions, and do
of the students who were
well on the test? The answer to
or at least more active
passive participants in their
all of these questions is no.
participants.
eighth-grade-only discussion
Even advanced readers
groups became clear leaders,
need the Book Club experience to truly
or at least more active participants. The eighth
be members of a literate community. The view
graders learned more about the Book Club program
that reading is a social process in which readthrough their modeling and teaching of it to the
ers interact with the text and each other and
younger, inexperienced students. Clearly, the
bring to it their own experiences is not innate
fifth graders learned from the older students who
in advanced readers, despite their love of
helped to keep the small groups on topic and
literature. All students need to know how to
taught them how to connect the literature to their
discuss literature. They need opportunities to
own lives in meaningful ways. The older stushare their feelings and interpretations and
dents brought experiences and knowledge to the
peers who can do the same. The common
conversations that greatly enhanced the younger
experiences, anxieties, interests, and knowlstudents' understanding of the text.
edge of a same-age group provide the best
Without question, both Book Club contexts
atmosphere for a meaningful, challenging, and
engaged my advanced readers more than a
comfortable Book Club experience.
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